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Unconquerable Human.......



Anger
Stay away from anger, it hurts only you. If you are
right then there is no need to get angry. And if you
are wrong then you do not have any right to get angry.

Nobody gets to live backward. Look ahead,
that is where your future lies.
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Prayer
Question- What do you gain by Prayer ?
Ans- I gained nothing. Infact I lost Anger,
Depression, Jealousy, Irritation and Insecurity.













Time Management















Unconquerable Human Spirits

We are all aware that accidents and unfortunate incidents are
a part of Human life and many times do leave people battling for
sheer survival. Even after survival, the negative impact on lives of
individuals lingers on till end. Some people however refuse to
accept such situations of helplessness and fight with circumstances
head-on and create or re-write history. Such warriors turn the tide
in their favor. The final outcome in some such cases over shadows
the ugly face of incidents/accidents. Their stories rather prove to be
light houses to guide and inspire the present & next generations.
The sheer grit and determination of such indomitable beings turn
adversities to blessings, time & again showing the glorious face of
un-conquerable Human Spirit. A few of such glorious examples,
are enumerated below:
Accident/Incident
Case I. Death of a 17 yrs old girl, Nikki, in road accident at
Aitbar Pushta inter-section on Delhi-Ghaziabad border on NH24.
It took place in 2008.
Case II. Major HPS Ahluwalia, a brilliant young Indian Army
officer, having hobby of rock climbing, got his spine injured seriously
in an accidental fall, which left him paralyzed below waist. The
treatment available at the time could at best make him move on a
wheel chair. Under the circumstances, he was destined to lead the
remaining life, as a dependent on others.
Case III. A national level young Volleyball player Ms Arunima
Sinha lost her leg below knee in 2011, after having been thrown



out of a running train, by thieves, when she resisted their snatching
of her chain & belongings at night. She remained lying on track for
whole night. Forty nine trains passed by, while she lay there severely
injured for the whole night. Rushing to hospital next day morning
could not save her leg. She was destined to live remaining life
confined to a wheel chair.
Case IV. In Pune, a young promising 27 years old Kathak dancer
Ms Pranjali, while going on her 2 wheeler to a dance rehearsal in
the morning, preparing for her upcoming show, hit her head on the
road after colliding with another bike and succumbed to death at
the hospital, due to severe head injuries.
Case V. Break out of Cholera in 1900 at Boarding house of
Dev Samaj School, Moga. Cholera was considered to be a very
serious disease at that time and turned to be fatal in many cases. In
no time, many hostellers fell into its grip. In addition to expected
loss of precious lives of children, there was a question mark on the
future of Institution in the very 1st year of its birth.
Final positive outcome
Case I. The grieving mother of Niki, Mrs Dorris Francis, herself
became a Traffic Cop at that crossing to ensure that no one else met
Niki’s fate. Since more that 7 years, Mrs Dorris is playing traffic
Cop role everyday from 7:00 AM to 10AM    (peak traffic hrs),
directing vehicles & pedestrians. Since then there has been only
one fatal accident that too on a Sunday morning when Dorris was
at Church, where as earlier such accidents used to be everyday
affair.
Case II. He accepted challenge to ensure that others meeting
such accidents get the best treatment available in the world. Despite
confined to  a wheelchair, he approached Govt & Corporate bodies
with passionate requests for assistance to make his dream come
true. The result was creation of ISIC (Indian Spinal Injuries Centre)
at Vasant Kunj Delhi, an INR 500 crore world class hospital

Resolve to perform what you ought. Perform without fail
what you resolve.



providing super speciality treatment to spinal injuries patients. Major
Ahluwalia is Director and manages it moving around in wheelchair.
Case III. This young girl confronted her destiny head on and
within 3 years of accident, became the first female amputee in the
world to climb Mount Everest with artificial leg. Thereafter she
became a successful motivational speaker inspiring thousands of
students around several universities and colleges in India and abroad.
Her undaunted spirit has now made her climb 5 highest peaks in
different continents of world. She is a legend and an institution in
herself now, a Padma Shri awardee.
Case IV. The realization that non-wearing of Safety Helmets
primarily causes such deaths, struck the core of her father, Mr.
Pradeep Nphadkar’s heart. His   resolve to ensure that no untimely
death should come due to this cause, made him create an NGO
named ‘Helmet Pune’, which now distributes free helmets to needy
persons. Many individuals, friends, relatives, organizations and even
local police have come forward to contribute their might to this
endeavour. So far they have conducted several awareness
campaigns at schools, colleges, other places and distributed several
thousand  helmets to ensure Road safety of  two wheeler riders in
Pune.
Case V. A young, handsome, multi-virtuous, extremely brilliant,
Gold Medalist from a prestigious Medical college, tipped to become
a House surgeon in a renowned Hospital, came as an angel to save
children from cruel clutches of fatal disease, by serving nonstop
day & night, monitoring condition and giving medication hour by
hour. Finally, while all children were saved, a teacher, muslim by
caste, unfortunately got in to grip of disease. This extra ordinarily
brave and philanthropic disciple of his Guru, resolved to save this
teacher too. He did succeed, but in the process, got himself engulfed
by disease and made supreme sacrifice of his life, securing the future
of a great Institution.

Relations cannot be made with conditions, they are maintained
by faith and hope. So do not make life as a deal,

but live it with a great feel.

Sent by- Yash Pal Singhal (Faridabad)
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